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Abstract (en)
A means for search of pages in a book includes, data carriers being associated with pages of the book and visible when the book is closed, and
textual identifiers of contents of records of identical type of pages of sheets or spreads which consist of non-empty multitude of labels hierarchically
ordered and placed over the said carriers, each of at least one grapheme. To increase compactness and accuracy of identification, in the structure
of the said means each label, except first label, contains at least one grapheme which distinguishes textual identifier of marked current sheet from
textual identifier of marked previous sheet; each textual identifier contains initial and final label highlighted by a suitable means; the initial label of
each textual identifier is placed over data carrier being associated with that sheet of the book where the text record begins with such label; final label
of each textual identifier is placed over data carrier being associated with that sheet of the book where the text record begins with such identifier;
position of each label in hierarchy of labels of each current textual identifier is highlighted by at least one of suitable means; and labels of identical
hierarchical rank in adjacent textual identifiers are highlighted by identical suitable means. <IMAGE>
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